Discriminative analysis with a limited number of MEG trials in depression.
In studies when exploring distinct patterns of functional abnormalities inherent in depression, experiments are generally repeated over many trials, and then the data are averaged across those trials in order to improve the signal to noise ratio. Repeated stimuli will lead to unpredictable impairment on signals, due to material familiarity or subjects׳ fatigue. In this consideration, signal processing tools powerful on small numbers of trials are expected to alleviate the work load on subjects, especially for mental disease studies. Forty-four subjects, half-depressed patients and half-healthy subjects, were recruited for MEG scanning in response to sad facial stimuli. Multichannel matching pursuit (MMP) was implemented to manage the limited number of trials. The post-MMP MEG signals were utilized to calculate the power topography over the whole brain, as inputs for a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Standard ICA and conventional ensemble averaging plus Butterworth filtering were employed as well as benchmark studies for performance comparison. A limited number of trials were required via MMP to discriminate the depressive. Post-MMP discriminative analysis revealed a deficit theta pattern and an excessive alpha/beta pattern. The small sample size may impair the stability of the reported findings. The transient tiny variance of the signal was excluded from exploration. The deficit theta pattern together with the excessive alpha/beta pattern in depression may indicate the dysfunction of the limbic-cortical circuit in a 'top-down' process. The post-MMP discrimination helps alleviate the scanning burden, facilitating the possibility for neuroimaging supporting the affective disorder clinical diagnosis.